The Effects of the Contraction Degree of Hip Joint Adduct on Abdominal Muscle Activity during Bilateral Lower Extremity Raising
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Purpose: This study was to investigate the differences abdominal muscles activities of according to hip adductor contraction levels 20% (mild), 50% (moderate), and 70% (strong) of MVIC on during bilateral lower extremity raising exercise on supine.

Methods: The subjects of the study were a total of 39 persons including 23 healthy males and 16 females, who performed bilateral lower extremity raising exercise in 20%, 50%, 70% MVIC hip contraction. Muscle activities were measured by using S-EMG in RA (rectus abdominis), IO (internal oblique), and EO (external oblique).

Results: Muscle activity of the internal oblique abdominal muscle and external oblique abdominal muscle, their activities were also greatest with the adductor contraction size at 70% and there was statistically significant difference when compared with the adductor contraction size at 20% and 50% (p < 0.05). As for the rectus abdominis muscle according to the size of contraction of the adductor was greatest at 70%, without statistically significant difference (p > 0.05).

Conclusion: bilateral lower extremity raising with strong hip joint adductor contraction was effective exercise to strengthen abdominal muscles. If subjects could not perform strong hip adductor contraction, moderate contraction is effective abdominal muscle contraction exercise. The contraction size of the adductor is small, weak contraction may trigger middle level contraction and therefore appropriate application of the exercise program of bilateral leg raising may result in great effect as a lumbar stabilization exercise.
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INTRODUCTION

A major cause of low back pain is abnormality and inappropriate harmony of the muscles that support the body centered on the trunk and the pelvis.¹,² Low back pain is a very common disease over 80% of the population undergoes during a lifetime.³ In economic terms, the occurrence frequency of the disease has greatly increased, accounting for a large portion of medical costs and the disease has become a social problem with growing seriousness. The therapeutic methods to treat low back pain are physical therapies. They include manual therapy as well as thermal therapy, light therapy, and electrical therapy. Tai-chi is good method for decreasing low back pain.⁴

In exercise therapies including manual therapy, lumbar stabilization acts as a very important element in managing low back pain and in such stabilization of the lumbar region, muscle strength and endurance of the trunk and the pelvic muscles are very important.⁵ When muscle strength and endurance of the lumbar region are sufficient, diverse motions and movements are possible during daily life and in particular, the rectus abdominis muscle, external oblique abdominal muscle, and internal oblique abdominal muscle among the abdominal muscles act symmetrically and sequentially, triggering natural movement of the body.⁶

The rectus abdominis muscle and external oblique abdominal
muscle are superficial muscles and trigger great force and the internal oblique abdominal muscle is a deep muscle contributing to trunk stability together with the superficial muscles. The abdominal muscles when contracting simultaneously with the pelvic floor muscles act essentially for increased pressure in the abdomen, thereby decreasing pressure given to the waist and increasing stability. In addition, the abdominal muscles trigger movement such as flexion and rotation through contraction and contribute to appropriate distribution of excessive load given to the trunk to the lumbar bones and hip joints and act importantly in movements of the extremities and respiration. Together with the important acting of the abdominal muscles in stability, when the weight of the lower extremities is supported and the adductor and the abductor accounting for about a fourth of the thigh muscles make balance of contraction appropriately, stability is maintained and the pelvis is maintained symmetrically, forming balance of the body. As examined above, the strengthening of the abdominal muscle is very important for trunk stabilization and diverse methods are used for strengthening the abdominal muscles.

A method to strengthen the abdominal muscles without any tool includes bilateral lower extremity raising. As it was shown above that the adductor acts as an important element to support lower limb weight, contraction of the hip joint adductor during bilateral lower extremity raising is considered to give external load to the abdominal muscles affecting the size of contraction. However, research on the size of the contraction of the hip joint adductor and abdominal muscle activity is very lacking and therefore such research is considered necessary. Accordingly, this study was conducted in order to provide a more efficient method during abdominal muscle strengthening training in rehabilitation exercise programs.

METHODS

1. Subjects
The subjects of the current study are a total of 39 persons including 23 healthy males and 16 females. Before the experiment, the subjects were briefed on the purpose and methods of the study, and the experiment proceeded with those who voluntarily agreed to participate. The subjects were asked to fill out and submit the statement of consent in accordance with the ethical principles for medical research involving human subjects of the ‘Declaration of Helsinki’ before the experiment. In terms of the protocol, the current study obtained approval from the Ethics Committee of Catholic University of Daegu to conduct the experiment. The average age of the subjects was 25.4; the average height 170.2 cm; the average weight 64.6 kg; and the average BMI (Korean Dietetic Association, 2008) was 22.14 kg/m².

2. Experimental methods
1) Measurement
(1) Goniometer
The subjects basically raised the legs with knee extension and hip joint flexion angle at 30 degrees using a joint goniometer. In order to prevent increase in lumbar lordosis, the drawing-in contraction method of the abdomen was employed and activity of abdominal muscles was measured by differently contracting the hip joint adductor with the legs raised.

(2) Stabilizer pressure bio-feedback
The adductor contraction was measured at 20% (weak), 50% (moderate), and 70% (strong) of the maximal pressure power. The size of contraction of the hip joint adductor was measured using a stabilizer pressure bio-feedback (CHATANOOGA Group Inc., USA).

(3) Electromyography
The Muscle activity was measured electromyography and Ag-Ag/Cl electrode was used. Muscle activity was measured with WEMG-8 (LXM5308, LAXTHA, Korea), a wireless electromyography equipment. The muscles activity was measured included the rectus abdominis muscle, external oblique abdominal muscle, and inter nal oblique abdominal muscle. The muscles of the dominant side were measured. The electrodes were attached to the belly in the middle between the naval and pubic bone for the rectus abdominis muscle, 15 cm outside from the navel height for the external oblique abdominal muscle, and the region in the middle between ASIS and pubic symphysis for the internal oblique abdominal muscle. In order to obtain the maximal isometric contraction value, %MVIC based on manual muscle test was used. The motion of raising the legs for seven seconds was measured. The data value for the five seconds excluding the first second and the last second was used. In order to reduce the variable of fatigue resulting from exercise, the subjects took a rest for one minute between each motion. Each motion
was performed three times and the average value was used for analysis. The motion order of the subjects was randomized in order to reduce variable according to measurement order. In order to reduce measurement noise, a notch filter at 60 Hz was used and data was processed using 20 to 500 Hz bandpass filtering.

2) Statistical analysis
The measured data was statistically processed using SPSS 19.0; in order compare measured values, repeated measures analysis of variance was conducted. Comparison of muscle activity was also executed using contrast test. Statistical significance level was α = 0.05.

RESULTS

Muscle activity of the internal oblique abdominal muscle and external oblique abdominal muscle, their activities were also greatest with the adductor contraction size at 70% and there was statistically significant difference when compared with the adductor contraction size at 20% and 50% (p < 0.05). As for the rectus abdominis muscle according to the size of contraction of the adductor was greatest at 70%, without statistically significant difference (p > 0.05) (Table 1).

DISCUSSION

The trunk muscle consists of large muscles on the surface and small muscles in the deep areas. The large muscles generate force and play the role of making large movements, delivering force from the upper and lower extremities and contribute to overall stability of the body.13 The small muscles do not greatly affect large movements of the body but play a major role in aiding joint stability together with an assistant role for movements. The internal oblique abdominal muscle is a representative small muscle in the trunk deep area, increases abdominal pressure together with the transversus abdominis muscle, and is conducive to rotating the trunk in the same direction through contraction.14 The body can make movement and heighten stability through overall harmony and coordination of such trunk muscles.15 However, when the muscles constituting the trunk such as the abdominal muscles become weak, anterior tilting occurs resulting from pelvic abnormality and lumbar lordosis increases, which may become the cause of low back pain.

In addition, when muscle imbalance leads to difference in the length of bilateral muscles, a serious problem may be triggered through imbalance of the pelvis and the spine.16 If the trunk area is stabilized through appropriate muscle strength and endurance of the trunk muscles, low back pain may be prevented and treated. In the past, in relation to low back pain, a main focus was on restriction to movement due to non-contractile tissues, which are ligaments and connective tissues, but recently integral action of the muscles with positive action and nerves with dominance is placed importance on all the more and for such reason exercises for stabilizing the trunk are conducted much.17 For pelvic stabilization regarding contraction of the hip joints muscles, contraction and adjustment of the abdominal muscles is necessary and efficient delivery to the lower limbs and the hip joints requires pelvic stability. Such stability may occur through the strengthening of the trunk muscles.

General trunk strengthening exercise includes sit-up, lumbar extensor strengthening exercise, and bilateral lower extremity raising. Among them, the first two exercises focus on the rectus abdominis muscle and erector spinae muscle, failing to play a great role in strengthening internal oblique abdominal muscle and external oblique abdominal muscle that are greatly conductive to stability.18 On the contrary, bilateral lower extremity raising in a supine position results in leg weight as external resistance, strengthening trunk muscles as an effective exercise for stabilization.19 As examined through previous studies, the abdominal muscles play a very important role in physical stability.

Accordingly, this study focused on the abdominal muscles. For an effective exercise to strengthen the abdominal muscles, abdominal muscle activity according to the degree of contraction of the hip joint adductor, which may be a great variable in abdominal muscle activity, was measured to examine the effects of hip joint adductor contraction on the strengthening of abdominal muscles. All the rectus abdominis muscle, internal oblique abdominal muscle, and

| Table 1. Differences of muscle activities according to contraction levels |
|-----------------------------|----------------|----------------|----------------|
| Muscle | 20% | 50% | 70% |
| RA: Rectus abdominis | 30.7±19.0 | 30.1±21.6 | 33.3±21.7 |
| IO: Internal oblique | 22.9±9.9 | 23.9±9.5 | 27.2±11.9 |
| EO: External oblique | 16.8±8.4 | 16.9±8.2 | 18.7±8.8 |

RA: Rectus abdominis, IO: Internal oblique, EO: External oblique, † significant difference between 20% and 70%, ‡ significant difference between 50% and 70%. 
external oblique abdominal muscle among the abdominal muscles had greatest activity at 70% among the three exercise intensities.

In addition, in the case of internal oblique abdominal muscle and external oblique abdominal muscle, there was statistically significant difference at 70% contraction and at the other intensities. However, there was no statistically significant difference at 20% and 50%. Further, in the case of the rectus abdominis muscle, there was greatest activity in 70% but there was no statistical significance with the other contraction degrees. This is associated with the hip joint adductor’s lower extremity movement and the function to support and fix the trunk. 20

Previous studies showed the correlation between muscle activities of deep trunk muscles and the stabilities of back and pelvis. Especially, the back stability was increased as activity ratio of deep trunk muscles increased. 21,22 Quadratus lumborum and psoas major connect hip adductors and deep trunk muscles, that means hip adductors affect the functions of deep trunk muscles and abdominal pressure. 23 Because hip adductors contraction initiates the activations of pelvic and abdominal muscles, the abdominal pressure is increased. 24,25

This study result suggests that during bilateral lower extremity raising exercise, strongly contracted hip joint adductor increases activity of the abdominal muscles conductive to stabilization of the lumbar region. However, it is considered that when the contraction size of the adductor is small, weak contraction may trigger middle level contraction and therefore appropriate application of the exercise program of bilateral leg raising may result in great effect as a lumbar stabilization exercise.
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